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Abstract
Aim of the paper The paper aims to introduce a synergic approach to the strategic marketing
management, which appears to be a challenge with respect to creating competitive offers by industrial
companies in a small open economy. The synergic approach in marketing management consists in gathering,
dissemination of market information, planning, implementation and communication of value to customer by
means of integrated marketing programs, which include not only the view of the seller, but also the view of
purchaser and other interested groups (company key stakeholders).
Methods used in research The theoretical principles underlying the synergic approach within the
marketing management are closely connected with the present marketing concepts and will form a basis for
research of the industrial companies within the Czech Republic with the orientation to marketing activities
effectiveness and performance of the company.
Conclusions From the analysis of economic sources, expert publications, analyses and reports from
previous research it turns out that the key problem of Czech industrial companies, in spite of the application
of various new methods and approaches, is the area of strategic management and co-ordination of
commercial and marketing activities. In the time of economic crisis, influencing in higher or smaller range all
developed economic countries and branches, pressure on competitiveness, innovativeness of market offers
and overall company efficiency increases. Orientation to market, establishment and building of long-term
relations with key stakeholders by means of the offer including quality services seem to be those essences,
which shall bring demanded qualitative changes in competitive companies by improving of both value for
customers, other key partners and stakeholders and in final result of overall market value of company.
Keywords: Synergy, marketing management, research approach, stakeholders, Czech Republic.

Introduction
The worldwide economic crisis and turbulent market environment have forced companies to change
their business approaches. Czech economy represents a small and relatively saturated market with a
relatively high degree of industry specialization. Successful company operation is conditioned by multiple
factors the definition of which has been the focus of interest of theorists as well as practitioners for a long
time. The turbulent environment (increasing competitive pressure, growing demands of customers and other
stakeholders, dynamism in development, obsolescence of technologies and products, increasing interventions
of the European Union bodies and public authorities, the changing perception and behaviour of customers,
the changing character of competition etc.) makes managements and owners of businesses seek, in addition
to other things, new and more effective managerial, marketing and commercial approaches that will provide
their successful enterprising not only on the domestic markets, but also their penetrating European,
international and even global markets. In view of all that it is certainly a matter of necessity to look for new
approaches that would make it possible for the traditional industries to do well in the described conditions.
Within the assessment of industry competitiveness the COM (2007) 374 report concludes that industry
continues to be an important driving force of European economy. Specifically it creates approximately one
fifth of the EU product. It is absolutely essential for innovation; it accounts for 81 % of private sector
expenditures on research and development and provides an increasing number of highly qualified jobs.
Industry indirectly impacts dynamics of many service industries, whereby significantly contributing to
employment growth. That is why industry plays the key role in transforming Europe into knowledge
economy. The main task of industrial policy at EU level is to actively create the right framework conditions
for development of businesses and innovation, for the EU to be attractive for investment and job creation in
industry, while taking into account that most of the businesses are small and medium-sized.
Another major global trend, developing in parallel, is the growing importance of the tertiary sector, i.e.
the service sector, which in recent years can be observed, too, within the Czech Republic. Despite the fact
that the economic structure of the Czech Republic still differs in the proportional sizes of its individual
sectors from those of western type, the tertiary sector within the CR economic structure has been steadily
gaining in importance. The slower growth rate of the service sector in CR is due to the traditionally strong
position of industrial production. On the other hand, however, industrial production creates opportunities for
the development of what is known as business related services (BRS). “It is now generally known that the
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service sector, whether regarding distribution, enterprising or network services or even services relating to
public economic interest, contains on practically all world markets an evident growth potential“2. This fact
even gains in interest considering that economists predict the continued development of service market as an
indisputable trend and cross-border trading in services as another economy driving force in many countries.
Although industrial production has been recently growing (in 2006, in the first term got actually to most than
twice increasing - 11, 9%) (Analysis of economic and sector development in CR 2006.) in the Czech
Republic, the growth is mostly driven by companies under foreign control, which have been gradually
gaining a dominant position in industry and whose production is largely intended for export. The trends in
the industrial sector indicate: decline in new orders in the industrial sector in general; increase in foreign
investors’ sales from industrial production; Czech industrial companies being primarily focused on the
domestic market; growing competition – push for changes in the production systems, organization structures,
the growing role of information and communication technologies and knowledge, new types of services
emerging, pressure for innovations and so on. (Šimberová, 2008). The analysis of economic sources,
specialist publications, analyses of and reports on previous studies show that the key problem of Czech
industrial companies despite the application of various new methods and approaches is the area of strategic
management and coordination of their business and marketing activities. At the time of economic crisis
which to a smaller or greater degree has affected all the advanced countries and industries, the push for
competitiveness, innovativeness of market offers and general effectiveness of businesses has intensified.
Solution to the basic issue companies are faced with: “What philosophy should their marketing effort
follow?“, seems to be a complicated task given the tangle of oftentimes opposing interests resulting from
different principles. Key appears to be the question of relations to the external and internal environments.
The changes which should probably take place as regards direction of company strategies relate to flexibility
and speed of adaptation to the new changes on the market, through creating innovative potential, knowledge
potential, by building and maintaining relations with not only customers but also other key stakeholders, by
means of a quality and well-founded process of producing a unique value for the target customer segments.
A major role of the strategic marketing management has to be acknowledged here, whose main objective is
to seek and manage the present as well as future opportunities for successful company operations on the
target markets while making use of appropriate strategies, systems and their tools (Kotler, Keller 2007;
Lošťáková 2005). Market orientation, creating and building of long-term relations with key stakeholders
through an offer which includes quality services, these appear to be the essential elements to bring the
desired qualitative changes to the competitiveness of companies by increasing the value for customers, other
key partners and stakeholders on the one hand, and, in the final outcome, of the general market value of a
company on the other. An emphasis on creativeness, innovation and effectiveness in the process of preparing
such competitive offers needs to be sought, apart from developing long-term effective relations with
customers, just in the management of relations with the other key stakeholders who form part of both
the internal and external environment of a company.

Theoretical principles
Using a combination of a number of marketing approaches within the strategic marketing
management of a company (that are based on adhering to frequently similar principles, such as economy,
flexibility, comprehensiveness, integrity, global scale, individualization, cooperation etc.) when dealing with
contrary interests following from these principles within the marketing management of a company, is a
sensible response to the changes and requirements inherent in the present time. In this context a term of
holistic marketing (Bridgewater, Egan 2002; Kotler, Keller, 2007) is frequently referred to in literature,
which in our opinion means that ´everything matters´ in marketing, that marketing needs to employ a broad
synergic perspective in addressing the challenges in a highly competitive environment of the present day.
Approach to synergy in marketing management consists in planning, producing and communicating the
value to customers through integrated marketing programmes which besides the perspective of the seller also
encompass those of the buyer and other interested groups (key stakeholders of a company). All the marketing
activities are coordinated so as to maximize their joint outcomes, which also brings subsequent values in the
sphere of frugality. The precondition for the marketing management becomes first of all adoption of a
marketing philosophy (in its synergic form) by a company management. This is not usual with Czech
industrial companies. The final outcome of the strategic marketing management is the creation, through
establishing, building or possibly ending mutual relations, of a unique company asset known as marketing
network. The individual aspects of creating these mutual relations are explored by Harrison and Freemen,
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1999; Mitchell, et al, 1997; Bryson, 2003; Winn and Keller, 2001, Kotler, Keller, 2007; Payne, 2005 and
others in their studies. The advantage of the synergic approach is that it enables maximizing of value
creation through exploring and identifying new opportunities and benefits for customers within the spaces
delineated by the individual synergic model approaches (see fig.1 below). This approach also maximizes
provision of value through honing the management of relations with customers, employees and other groups
of stakeholders in business partnership, or at a higher level –relationship networks (marketing networks).
These relations should deepen through quality and well-founded processes of creating a unique value
for the target customer segments, which is an inseparable part of the strategic marketing management. We
believe the key to any examination of the relations with stakeholders is the theory of interaction, the ideas of
establishing, building and possible ending of relations, elaborated particularly in the theory of relationship
marketing. The strategic importance of creating and building of relationships with the employees and other
stakeholders in the environment of a relevant business is emphasized in relation to increasing the value
provided for the main recipients (customers). Relationship marketing can be characterized as a process of
cooperation between a company and its employees and other groups of stakeholders. Its goal is to develop
profitable relations with customer segments based on their satisfaction and emotional engagement.
Integrated marketing

Internal marketing

Total market
orientation of a
company

Relationship
marketing

Service
marketing
Social responsibility
marketing

Figure 1. Synergic marketing concept model
(Kotler, Keller, 2007; Šimberová, 2008)

Approach of businesses to the adoption and implementation of the synergic marketing concept
respects that the market and its demands are essential to setting goals, planning, organizing, decisionmaking, control and permanent contact with events taking place in the company environment. The marketing
management primarily consists in choosing the target markets where it gains, maintains and extends the
number of customers through processes of creation, provision and communication of value while fulfilling
the economic goals of the company.
The importance of the strategic marketing management lies just in the fact that financial success very
frequently depends on it, whereas finances, operations, accounting and other company functions lose their
weight once the demand for products and services has dropped and become insufficient. The greatest risk is
taken by companies who do not monitor their customers, competitors and other key stakeholder groups and
fail to continuously improve their value offers. The quality and efficient process of marketing management is
a never-ending activity. It is just the dynamics of the present environment which suggests that careful
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watching for potential opportunities that may bring with them increase in the value for customers, while
along with that for the company as well, is at the heart of the approach.
An important idea for improving the corporate performance appears to be the connection of the
reactive (understanding and satisfying of the expressed customer needs) and proactive marketing approaches
(understanding and focusing on the latent customer needs), appearing in association with the total market
orientation and provides room for the potential company innovation. The key point for directing of the total
market orientation mainly consists in its embracing the other stakeholder groups through creating and
consolidating relations with them. Such extension allows for better coordination of activities between the
different parties resulting in mutual benefit which creates room for achieving the competitive advantage.
This approach (following from the holistic one) also embraces social responsibility within the
company marketing activities (SRM- Social Responsibility Marketing). This primarily means
understanding of the broader interests and the ethical, ecological, legal and social context of marketing
activities and programmes (Kotler, Keller, 2007). Awareness of the social and ethical aspects is an important
part of the sustainable development priorities. Frequently, this mainly involves the provision and
maintenance of balance between the conflicting criteria of the company profits, customer satisfaction and
public interests. In relation to this approach a ´shared marketing´ appears on the practical level (Kotler,
Keller, 2007). This involves support to solving problems of a specific target group through linking a
company or its offer to specific cases building a mutually beneficial relationship or partnership (e.g.
environmental protection, support to socially disadvantaged groups etc.). The company success does not only
depend on the quality of work of individual sections, but the quality of individual key processes and mainly
their coordination has been more and more emphasized in recent time.
The internal marketing must ensure that everybody within the company supports the appropriate
marketing principles. The precondition of success is that the main advocate and propagator of the relevant
principles is in the first place the company management. The objective of internal marketing is to recruit,
train and motivate competent employees to carry out and provide quality performance while presenting the
company offers to its customers. The internal marketing activities take place at two levels: the first involves
coordination of activities of various marketing functions (marketing research, sales representatives,
promotion, customer services, product management etc. – they must work together). The second level
concentrates on the necessary need of the marketing approach adoption by other departments, too, that
should also think from the customer perspective. The basic initial approach within the building of the internal
marketing is the service marketing, which provides the basis for the quality of the individual internal
processes and thereby the space for creating the customer value. Providing a quality offer made up of
products and services requires excellent internal marketing.
The market oriented strategic planning is a managerial process of developing and maintaining of the
set goals, abilities and resources of a company in keeping with the changing conditions and opportunities on
the market. The strategic planning has its hierarchy at several levels which must be respected. These include
the corporate, SPJ (basic and competitive) and SPJ functional strategy levels. Within the strategies
implementation attention should be extended to further involved ´subjects´ / parties within the company
(stakeholders) and the variety and interest preferences of these involved parties whose importance for
company operation has been growing.
The integrated marketing approach consists in planning, producing and communicating value to
customers through the integrated marketing programmes comprising apart from the seller’s, the buyer’s
perspective, too (the marketing mix where 4P sellers correspond with 4C of the customer). All the marketing
activities are coordinated in the way to maximize their joined results. The integrated marketing activities
have to ensure that they together contribute to maximizing the turnover and the offer value.
The relationship marketing comprises the principle of creating, maintaining and or pertinently
terminating permanent relationships with all individuals or subjects (stakeholders) who can, directly or
indirectly influence the success of a company’s marketing or business activities. It pursues the building of
mutually beneficial long-term relations with key stakeholders to allow it for winning and maintaining of
business relations based on strong economic, technical and social links between the partners. The final
outcome of the relationship marketing is the creation of a unique company asset known as a marketing
network. The establishing of beneficial strong relationships requires real understanding of the potential and
means of various stakeholder groups, including their wishes, needs and goals.
The strategic marketing management based on the synergy of approaches (total market orientation,
relationship marketing, internal and integrated marketing, service marketing and socially responsible
marketing) shifts the thinking of the management towards respecting the following principles:
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marketing is not a sphere falling under the marketing department only, on the contrary, it becomes
a matter of interest for everybody;
• successful is such marketing that responds to changes and adapts to changes on its target markets;
• prosperity is produced through continuous seeking of opportunities while not relying on the past
strengths;
• not all the company activities can be done at a top-class level, therefore it creates advantage to
pass some of them to others, provided the company cannot perform them cheaper and better;
• concentration on key activities is the way to the top level;
• the basis of the company effort is the lifelong customer value;
• partnership relations with key stakeholders form the basis for the potential competitive advantages;
• communication integrating both internally and externally.
The objective of the model (see fig. 1) is to combine the basic principles of the current marketing
concepts and further the ability to achieve the synergy which interconnects the company marketing and
business activities, bearing in mind the synergy in marketing management consists in planning, producing
and communicating the value to customers through integrated marketing programmes which besides the
perspective of the seller also encompass those of the buyer and other interested groups (key stakeholders of a
company) (Šimberová 2008). All marketing activities are coordinated so as to maximize their joint
outcomes, which also brings subsequent values in the sphere of frugality. The integrated marketing activities
have to ensure that they together contribute to maximizing the turnover and the offer value. To achieve this,
clearly defined tools in the form of methods and metrics have to be available, allowing for interactive
modelling of newly arisen situations that the environment makes the subjects react to in a swift manner.
Each new approach or concept makes a difference for companies primarily in the case that it helps boost
its performance and has a positive influence on their economic results. Marketing can only gain more ground in
companies provided that it offers transparent quantifiable tools for measurement of financial means invested in
the proposed marketing strategies and programmes. Recently a number of publications and specialist articles
have appeared solving these problems through measurement based on the Return on Investment (ROI) (Shaw,
1999; Davis, 2007; Kotler, Keller, 2007). This seems to be the way that can lead to marketing gaining a
stronger position in companies. The application of ROI as the basic marketing tool of measurement also offers,
in addition to other benefits, achieving of communication agreement between the various functional areas of a
company (enables marketing to “talk“ in the same language that emphasizes effectiveness of its planned and
implemented activities). It improves planning, measuring and optimization of marketing strategies. Inclusion of
the strategic perspective requires that attention is turned to other non-financial indicators such as customer
lifelong values (Lošťáková, 2005), to the sphere of marketing measurement, and should finally facilitate the
understanding of the essential contrasts within marketing, i.e. that the achieving of a higher customer value
does not necessarily have the form of a profit. Another approach to measurement is based on the necessary
monitoring of marketing costs. The calculation of costs should be applied to each marketing programme based
on individual activities (e.g. the Activity Based Cost accounting (ABC) method (Kaplan and Bruns, 1987) in
order to determine whether these activities will lead to results that will justify the cost. Within the
implementation of the marketing management synergic approaches, whose basis is to create and build relations
with key stakeholder groups, it is important to realize that there are many other involved groups of individuals
and their needs in play. Companies have largely focused on shareholders so far. The marketing approach
comprising the relationship creation, maintaining and terminating points out that this perception must be
changed and broadened towards key stakeholders. Here we have to emphasize the difference between the
“Shareholder“and “Stakeholder“ approaches, the latter following from the value management area. The
stakeholder approach is broader, responding to immediate conditions of the current environment, besides the
profit-making goal there are other goals being given major attention, such as responsibility towards society and
partnership that are included in the company strategic goals and all the company activities. Here we consider
the premiss formulating that “unless a company cares for its key stakeholders and creates and builds beneficial
and ongoing relationships with them, it is never going to achieve sufficient and particularly long-term
profits“(Harrison, Freeman, 1999; Christopher, Payne, 2002; Kotler, Keller, 2007; Šimberová, 2008). A
question of the level of a company focus on the key stakeholder groups relates to the intents and strategies that
the company plans to implement with the aim of developing relations with these groups connected by the
mutual dynamic relations. The companies focusing on the high level of customer satisfaction by offering
products and services of higher quality are aware that through this they contribute to higher satisfaction of their
customers. This results in repeated purchases, growth and higher profits, and consequently satisfaction of the
other involved group and individuals, but also in making further investments etc. The described cycle brings
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profits and growth. The focus on profit maximization, according to some authors, appears to be rather shortsighted (Doyle, 2000). Maximizing the value for shareholders, to the contrary, presents another approach likely
to be increasingly engaged in future. This approach recommends the use of SVA - Shareholder Value Analysis
(Kotler, Keller, 2007) when deciding on the marketing strategy to follow. Such an analysis is based on the
premises that a higher value of a company is concealed in its intangible marketing activities - brands, market
knowledge, customer and partner relationships. It is these assets that represent the way to long-term gains. The
analysis itself makes it possible to ascertain what kind of alternative course of events will maximize the value
for shareholders, which will in addition ensure that the management perceives marketing as an integral part of
the general process of its activities (as opposed to it being a specific function only focusing on increasing the
turnover or market share).

Discussion
The aim of each entrepreneurial activity is to provide a value (in the form of an offer) for a customer
with a profit. What becomes a key issue in the competitive environment today is searching for more effective
ways to providing higher values for customers than the competition. The traditional view of the value
process has been losing its potential. The mass markets have split up into plenty of micro-markets each of
which has its own needs, expectations and preferences. The new understanding of value provision consists
just in harmonizing the process of value provision with choosing, creating and communicating the higher
value. The changes appearing as necessary while providing the company value at the same time are based on
providing the market offer for target markets already well defined in advance. That is how marketing gains
the key role right at the initial stage of value planning and value choice. Value choice forms a strategic part
of marketing management: this essentially includes segmentation, targeting and placement of value on the
target market (STP). Through determining the value of market offer with respect to target markets and
identifying its appropriate placement then in the process of value provision the marketing further decides on
specifications, prices and distribution of each product and accompanying services and maintenance. The last,
third phase of the process of value creation and provision is its communication. In this phase making the best
of the power of personal sale and other communication tools is essential, which in mutual integration should
communicate promises that a company is able to deliver and that provide the expected value of the target
segments. Each phase of this process makes demands on cost spending. The company is responsible for
careful monitoring of its cost and output as to each value-creating activity and looking for ways to reduce the
cost or improve output. Further new approaches within value creation also can include the concept of 3V
(Kumar in Kotler, 2007), based on three V principles: 1. define a value segment or customers (and their
needs); 2. define a value proposition; 3. define a value network that will provide the promised service for
you. The synergic marketing approach (based on the holistic one) offers new broader possibilities of value
provision for a customer. Kotler, Keller (2007) states this involves integrated examination of value, value
creation and value provision in pursuit of building long-term mutually beneficial relationships and shared
prosperity of the key groups involved (stakeholders). Through achieving this profit growth is ensured, by
increasing the number of customers, building the customer loyalty and achieving lifelong customer value.
The structure of this marketing approach includes an answer to three crucial management issues:
1. Value research (How a company can identify new value-related possibilities); Value exists within
as well as across markets which are dynamic and competitive by definition. Therefore a company needs a
well defined strategy to research value. The creation of such a strategy, as the authors believe, requires
understanding of the relations and interactions among three areas: an area for learning about customers (their
existing as well as latent needs, needs of participation, freedom, stability and change), an area for company
competences (a wide range against a targeted range of business activities, physical abilities against
knowledge-based abilities) and an area for partners resources (horizontal partner relations, where a company
chooses partners based on their abilities to make use of the relating market opportunities, and vertical partner
relations making use of partner abilities to help the company in creating value).
2. Value creation (How a company can effectively create new value offers); in order to be able to use
opportunities, companies need to know how value is created. New benefits for customers have to be
identified, namely from the customer perspective, and further capitalize on one’s industry key benefits and
manage business partners from own workmate network. Relevant is the information about what the customer
thinks, wishes, does and what worries them, who influences them, who they see and admire.
3. Value provision (How a company can use its abilities and material means to more effectively
provide new value offers); the value provision primarily involves substantial investment in infrastructure and
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competences. A company must become competent in managing customer relationships, internal resources
and business partners (stakeholders).
In many prosperous contemporary companies we can observe a tendency to create marketing
strategies based on clearly defined and expressively communicated value offers. The value offer is a sum of
all reasons why a customer should purchase products and services from a company. The shift in the value
offer in industrial markets can be observed in the structure of offer of industrial companies, where it is the
services which provide a potential source of distinguishing their offer from the competitors’. In view of this
fact it is necessary, within the processes of companies’ value provision, to give attention to mutual
integrating of quality elements, services and marketing into building of permanent and beneficial relations
with key stakeholders, as these relations will then contribute to customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction
is a critical point in mutual maintaining of relations with them and thereby for follow-up maximizing of their
lifelong value. Custom services and their quality are the one important factor of consolidating mutual
relations. The sharing of mutual prosperity resulting from building of mutual beneficial relations with key
interest groups (stakeholders) is an area of potential opportunities for creating such services that will
increase satisfaction of customers.

Conclusion
Creating, building and termination of relations with stakeholders – the potential and opportunity for
a new utility value offer. The reasons for creating long-term customer relations with a company mainly relate
to the attractiveness of the provided value. A key area appears to be here the differentiation of a company offer
from the competitors’ particularly as regards quality and provision of secondary services. Value research relates
to the total market orientation of a company, which includes the view across as well as within the markets
where the company finds its potential stakeholders. ´Stakeholders´ do not only include customers, but also the
distribution intermediate links, banks, insurance companies, owners, managers and other company workers in
various company departments, suppliers and subsuppliers, competitors, marketing research agencies, advertising
and PR agencies, the media, interest associations, public and local authorities etc., in short all the subjects that
may further contribute to increasing the value for customers (Kotler, Keller 2007; Šimberová, 2008)).
The information gathered about the company broader environment, the broad company ability to
respond to and process the information to create value offers and push them forward within the company –
this influences the competitive advantages so far and differentiation of the offer from the competition and
finally enables the creation of a higher utility value for customers. An important foothold for a company in
this connection is the choice of its key stakeholders and creating and building of beneficial long-term
relations with those who can contribute within the process of creating of added utility value. A research into
the reasons for creating and building of relations with individual stakeholders in a relevant industry may
offer a potential for effective production of new value offers of a company.
The segmentation of stakeholders, their understanding, estimate of their strength, determination of
priorities and specification of reasons why mutual relations developed, continued and ended, also create
space for decision-making by the management and help establish in which phase of the value-creation chain
the advantages won based on the existing or potential mutual relations with stakeholders can be utilized.
(E.g. the main reasons can include mainly the mutually provided information, contacts, financial means and
further material as well as non-material sources, ideas for innovation, quality, flexibility, orders, business
opportunities, quality of services, products, building of renown, atmosphere etc.)4 Stakeholders are not only
customers, but also distribution interlinks, banks, insurance companies, managers and other staff of various
company departments, suppliers and sub-suppliers, competition, marketing research agencies, advertising
and PR agencies, media, interest groups, state and local administration etc. – simply all entities able to
contribute further to the increase of the customer value (Kotler, Keller, 2007; Šimberová, 2008).
Another area for the competitive differentiation of a company appears to be just the analysis of the
already provided mutual services with its key stakeholders.
The whole of this process of creating and building of stakeholder relations is conditioned by the
character and possibilities of an industry where a company operates.
An important role in a company’s decision-making on the selection, establishing and building of
stakeholder relations is also played by the stage of a company’s life-cycle. In the various phases of company
development the priorities for selection, establishing and building of the mutual relations change. This
impacts its value creation process, too. A company just entering the market is likely to put an emphasis in the
first place on creation of such marketing programmes and activities that will provide winning new
customers. Establishing and building relations with customers and further stakeholders gains in importance
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during the following phases of company development. The potential and opportunity for value creation,
however, should be sought by a company at any stage of its development. The correct choice of target
segments is critical to placing the company value offer. Within the following phases of company
development, the critical aspect for making decisions is just the monitoring of the total costs relating to
winning new customers and their comparison with the total cost of maintaining and building the relations
with the existing customers.
As mentioned before, with respect to all the phases of company development the key strategic point
primarily appears to be thorough segmentation, choice of target markets and placement of value offer on the
markets. The different markets may be segmented in different ways. The segmentation of the industrial
market, based on customer needs, as the tool of strategic marketing management gains in general importance
for the whole company and comprises several part steps that are comprehensively described in a “B-to-B
marketing“ publication: “Strategic analysis for creating of market opportunities“ (Lošťáková, 2005). In
association with research we need to point out another three major groups of segmentation variables,
specifically the services-based segmentation, value-based segmentation and industry-based segmentation,
that appear as significant for the stakeholder relations management and the follow-up key activities
supporting the establishment and building of beneficial long-term relations.
As shown by the studies undertaken so far (Lošťáková et al. 2009), the companies within the Czech
Republic have actively engaged in looking for customers, learning about their needs and requirements and
creating offers and customer care systems for them, often in a differentiated manner depending on a
customer importance for the company. What has not been adequately developed in the companies so far is a
system of efficient, swift and effective transformation of market-focused intents into the other company
activities and relationships with other partners within the given business who possess the potential to
contribute to increasing the value for customers, i.e. into the relations with stakeholders.
The market care also needs to be developed on the basis of long-term effective relations with
customers. The deepening differentiation of customer needs and wishes and dramatic stiffening of
competition has created the necessity to develop a broadly differentiated embracing even individualized
system of customer care, depending on their needs and requests, through creating a special value for them
(Peppers, Rogers, 2004) at the same time considering their potential value (lifelong value) for the company,
i.e. based on the current value of all the future gains and other benefits that the company gets by selling to
customers (Best, 2005; Lošťáková et al., 2009).
Currently it is not enough to offer customers only what they expect, but it is necessary to actively and
creatively collaborate with customers and other partners within the business in creating a unique value for
the target markets. The thing to do is to seek, continuously and in mutual collaboration, new and new ideas
for innovation and modification of products, ideas for improving the systems of contacting customers as well
as improving the methods of ordering, distribution and provision of services (Prahalad, Ramaswamy, 2004).
The value creation for customers should draw on a much broader spectrum of its dimensions, where besides
the functional dimensions also the emotional and social dimensions have to be enhanced (Smith, Colgate,
2007; Šimberová, 2008).
However, we need to bear in mind that in today’s changeable market environment business success
does not only depend on how well companies manage to get to know and understand wishes of customers,
their buyer and consumer behaviour, i.e. estimate what the dimensions of the best value for customers should
be, but also on whether they can, and in what way, in mutual integration and cooperation within the company
(Galbraith, 2005) and with their partners (stakeholders) outside the company create the value, deliver it and
further perfect it, and even better and faster than the competition can do (Guenzi, Troilo, 2006). This requires
an active team collaboration of persons within and outside the company, of managers and workers at
different management levels and interconnecting of various in-house and external activities, thus creating a
relationship network with stakeholders within the increasing of value for the target markets. This might be
the way, as it has turned out, toward re-starting the growth of sales during the current period of the oncoming
economic crisis. Unfortunately, these problems have not yet been given adequate attention, which
particularly applies to businesses operating on B2B markets.
The present-time world marketing literature emphasizes the urgent need of identifying, creating,
delivering, assessing and further perfecting of customer value, in a differentiated manner depending on the
customer needs as well as on their value for the company, and outlines the four-phase – identify, create,
provide and continuously improve the value for customers (e.g. Kotler, Jain, Maesincee, 2007) to five-phase
concept of value management – discover, share, create, assess and improve the value for customers (e.g.
DeBonis, Balinski, 2003). Individual stages are only outlined in a general manner, there are no methodical
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approaches included advising how to find, in mutual coordination between stakeholders, market
opportunities, create successful market offers, share them with others, create a business architecture –
culture, infrastructure, operating systems, processes and resources, deliver value and assess the relating
processes and their outcomes with respect to their benefits for individual collaborating parties on the market,
especially for customers, the company and its partners, and further perfect them.
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